SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
What are the aims of this leaflet?
This leaflet has been written to help you understand more about squamous cell
carcinomas of the skin. It tells you what they are, what causes them, what can
be done about them, and where you can find out more about them.
What is a squamous cell carcinoma?
There are two main categories of skin cancer: melanomas and non-melanoma
skin cancers. Squamous cell carcinoma is one of the non-melanoma skin
cancers. It is the second most common type of skin cancer in the UK.
What causes a squamous cell carcinoma?
The most common cause is too much exposure to ultra-violet light from the sun
or from sun beds. This causes certain cells (keratinocytes) in one of the layers
of the skin (the epidermis) to grow out of control into a tumour.
Squamous cell carcinomas can occur on any part of your body, but are most
common on areas that are exposed to the sun, such as your head and neck
(including the lips and ears) and the backs of your hands. Squamous cell
carcinomas can also crop up where the skin has been damaged by X-rays, and
also on old scars, ulcers, burns and persistent chronic wounds. Squamous cell
carcinomas are not contagious.
Who is most likely to have a squamous cell carcinoma?
Squamous cell carcinomas mainly affect the following groups:


Older people – even those who tend to avoid the sun - but younger ones
who are out in the sun a lot are at risk too.



Builders, farmers, surfers, sailors and people who often use sun-beds
can develop squamous cell carcinomas when they are quite young.
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Those with a fair skin are more likely to get them than people with a dark
skin.



Anyone who has had a lot of ultraviolet light treatment for skin conditions
such as psoriasis will also be at increased risk of getting a squamous cell
carcinomas.



Those whose immune system has been suppressed by medication taken
after an organ transplant, or by treatment for leukaemia or a lymphoma.

Are squamous cell carcinomas hereditary?
No, they are not; but some of the things that increase the risk of getting one,
such as fair skin, a tendency to burn rather than tan, and freckling, do run in
families.
What does a squamous cell carcinoma look like?
A squamous cell carcinoma usually appears as a scaly or crusty area of skin,
with a red, inflamed base. Most small squamous cell carcinomas are not painful.
How will my squamous cell carcinoma be diagnosed?
If your doctor thinks that the mark on your skin needs further investigation, you
will be referred to a skin specialist who will decide whether or not it really is a
squamous cell carcinoma. To confirm the diagnosis, a small piece of the
abnormal skin (a biopsy), or the whole area (an excision biopsy), will be cut out
and examined under the microscope. You will be given a local anaesthetic
beforehand to numb the skin.
Can a squamous cell carcinoma be cured?
Yes, squamous cell carcinomas can be cured if they are detected early. But if
they are left untreated for too long, a few may spread to other parts of the body,
and this can be serious and painful.
How can a squamous cell carcinoma be treated?
Surgery is the first choice of treatment and several different methods are
available. To select the right one, your surgeon will take into account the size of
the squamous cell carcinoma, where it is, what type it is, and how long you
have had it. The most common surgical technique is simply to cut the
squamous cell carcinoma away along with some clear skin around it. This is
done under a local anaesthetic.
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Other types of surgery, which are used less often, include:


Curettage and cautery – first the squamous cell carcinoma is scraped
away (curettage) then the skin surface is sealed (cautery). This is a
reasonable treatment for small squamous cell carcinomas



Cryotherapy - freezing the squamous cell carcinoma off, as you would a
wart, usually with liquid nitrogen.



Advanced surgery – using the Mohs’ technique, which is undertaken only
in specialist centres, and then only for difficult or recurring squamous cell
carcinomas.



The removal of lymph nodes – this is unusual but may be needed if there
are concerns that the squamous cell carcinoma has spread.

Radiotherapy (treatment with X-rays) may be used if the squamous cell
carcinoma is large or in an awkward place. You may be offered this on its own
or alongside surgery. Radiotherapy may also be used to relieve symptoms
when a squamous cell carcinoma has spread to other parts of the body.
Chemotherapy (treatment with drugs) is only used when a squamous cell
carcinoma has spread to other parts of the body.
What can I do?
Treatment will be much easier if your squamous cell carcinoma is detected
early. It follows that you should see your doctor if you have any marks on your
skin which are:
Growing.
Bleeding.
Changing in appearance in any way.
Never healing completely.
You can also take some simple precautions to help prevent a squamous cell
carcinoma appearing:
Top sun safety tips


Protect the skin with clothing, including a hat, T shirt and UV protective
sunglasses



Spend time in the shade between 11am and 3pm when it’s sunny



Use a 'high protection' sunscreen of at least SPF 30 which also has high
UVA protection, and make sure you apply it generously and frequently
when in the sun.



Keep babies and young children out of direct sunlight
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The British Association of Dermatologists recommends that you tell your
doctor about any changes to a mole – if your GP is concerned about your
skin, make sure you see a Consultant Dermatologist (on the GMC
register of specialists), the most expert person to diagnose a skin cancer.
Your GP can refer you via the NHS.

Sunscreens should not be used as an alternative to clothing and shade, rather
they offer additional protection. No sunscreen will provide 100% protection.
Where can I get more information?
British Association of Cancer United Patients (CancerBACKUP)
3 Bath Place, Rivington Street, London EC2A 3JR
Tel: (020) 7696 9003, Fax: (020) 7696 9002
Email: info@cancerbackup.org, Website:www.cancerbackup.org.uk
Wessex Cancer Trust - SCIN (Skin Cancer Information Network) and MARC'S
Line (Melanoma and Related Cancers of the Skin)
Marc's Line Resource Centre, Dermatology Treatment Centre, Level 3,
Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP2 8BJ
Tel: (01722) 415071, Fax: (01722) 415071 Website:
www.k-web.co.uk/charity/wct/wct.htm
Links to Internet sites:
Squamous Cell Carcinoma, The Skin Cancer Foundation 2003
URL: http://www.skincancer.org/squamous/index.php
Squamous Cell Carcinoma, Harvard Medical School 2002
URL:
http://www.intelihealth.com/IH/ihtIH/WSIHW000/8297/24556/211186.html?d=d
mtHealthAZ
Squamous Cell Carcinoma, AAD leaflet 2000
URL: http://www.aad.org/pamphlets/sqamous.html
Published reference:
Motley R, Kersey P, Lawrence C. Multiprofessional guidelines for the
management of the patient with primary cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma.
British Journal of Dermatology 2002; 146: 18 – 25.
While every effort has been made to ensure that the information given in
this leaflet is accurate, not every treatment will be suitable or effective for
every person. Your own doctor will be able to advise in greater detail.
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